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1.  Introduction

The landscape is now filled with different groups who in popular and political

perception fall under the umbrella of being fundamentalist in nature.  These groups

come under the spectrum of all religions – Christian Evangelicos, the Jewish Haredi,

Hari Krishnas, various Hindu sects, Islamacists, Buddhist radicals, and so on.  There

is rising contemporary interest in fundamentalism and who these people are.  In

particular, there is interest in their inclination to terrorism.

Fundamentalist sects and the terrorists they can give birth to, on very rare

occasions, do not come out of a vacuum.  Combating terrorism requires understanding

the principles of their groups’ formation, development and growth.  We use economic

theory to explain the creation and development of fundamentalist groups.  In this

paper we develop a theory of fundamentalism under which Leaders compete to

enhance the level of observance of their followers. Our model explains the

establishment of competing fundamentalist groups and the increase in their intensity

over time. Competition among fundamentalists makes them more extreme and thus

may lead to terrorist activity.

The term fundamentalist seems to arise first in the context of American

Christian groups who in the early 1900s developed a doctrine of the fundamentals of

the Christian religion.  It is applied now, as pointed out by Iannaccone (1997),

somewhat inappropriately to religious groups who follow a strict doctrine and reject a

the Enlightenment’s more open religious doctrine. In his reasoned discussion of the

term fundamentalism, Iannaccone favors the term sectarianism.  The word “sect” is

used to specify a group that has attributes that are different from those of more lenient

mainstream groups.  Although this is not a bad approach, we do not want to abandon

the use of the term fundamentalist.  The use of the word fundamentalist conveys

elements of religious intensity that are lacking in a purely sectarian approach.  We do

adopt and make use of  the term sect below to define a particular group of adherents

who follow a religious doctrine that is usually set down or interpreted by a leader (or a

group of leaders).  In the context below, we are discussing fundamentalist sects.

The theory we present below is about the establishment and development of

fundamentalist sects.  It is not a theory of terrorism, though we highlight some of the

implications of our model for the development of even more radical sects who might
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be moved to perform terrorist acts.1  The theory we develop in this paper is part of the

economic approach to the study of sectarian religion, much of which has been

pioneered by Iannaccone (for example, 1997).  We depict three highly stylized

situations.  In one, the leader of the sect is in a monopoly position, with no competing

sects or outside options.  In a second, adherents to the sect have an outside option, for

example, assimilation into the mainstream.  This outside option is not a near substitute

for the sect’s rules and regulations.  The third scenario is where there are competing

sects, at least some of which are near substitutes for the adherents current group.

We next set out our model, first for an isolated community, second for a sect

located in a word with an outside option, and then for competition among sects.  We

then discuss some of the implications and interpretations of our model.  Section 4

offers concluding comments.

2.  The Model

Religious leaders drive fundamentalism by using religion to control and obtain rents

from followers or adherents. In general, the level of observance, determined by the

leader, provides guidelines for followers.  As a result of asymmetric information

between the leaders and followers, the leaders are assumed to have more knowledge

regarding the laws and roles that should be obeyed, while the followers are assumed

to be less informed.  This asymmetry is a result of the belief that the leaders are

chosen to lead and thus have better insight into and understanding of the religion’s

laws and guidelines.  Also, leading is a “full time job” and leaders specialize by

investing all of their time in an effort to understand the laws and rules that adherents

should obey. This specialization gives leaders an advantage in better understanding

what should be done than the common follower. Adherents know this division of

tasks and leave all decisions to the religious leaders.

The level of observance determines how strictly the laws are kept.  For

example, in Islam, if one follows the Koran, men should pray five times a day and

that women should cover their heads.  The level of observance determined by the

leaders could say that in certain cases followers can “skip” a prayer under certain

                                                
1 There is a small but rapidly growing literature on the economics of terrorism.  The most interesting
and insightful work, both theoretical and empirical, had been done by Sandler in a series of papers; for
example, Lee and Sandler (1989), Lapan and Sandler (1993), Enders and Sandler (2001), and Sandler
and Enders (2002).  Kuran’s (1989) work on the theory of unanticipated major revolution has some
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conditions or that women have to cover only their hair, or their hair and face.

Leaders may determine to what extent followers can adopt modern changes such as

use of computers, TV, etc. All in all, leaders have the power given to them by their

followers to determine the level of observance.

We consider the level of observance in three highly stylized situations.  First

we consider a closed economy where there is only one leader who determines the

level of observance.  Second, we consider a situation where there is an open economy

and followers see alternatives.  Followers may decide to leave their leader to join a

“different” world, for example, adopting western world values instead of Islamic

observance. Finally, we consider an open economy where there is more than one

leader that a believer can follow and thus competition between leaders becomes an

outcome.

Before proceeding, there is one concept we must first elucidate.  The core of

our argument is that the fundamentalist leader is rent-seeking.  By rent-seeking we

mean that the leader will act strategically to maximize his rents by setting the rules his

adherents must follow.  Our view in this paper is that the rent is the power that the

leader has from the followers obeying him.  Other conceptualizations of rent are also

possible.  The simplest, and crudest formulation, is that the rent is simply the leader’s

income, in dollars.  Another is that leaders are interested in increasing the religious

observances of their adherents; in this context the leaders desire the greatest

allegiance to the rules they set.  Increasing demand on followers may reduce the

number of adherents.  This is a tradeoff that the leader must account for, and act

strategically to do so.

2.1  An Isolated Sect

In this situation we assume that a sect is isolated from the rest of the world.  This

could be an isolated sect within a country, or an entire country in which all

communications via television or internet are under the leaders’ control.  An

alternative scenario yielding the same results is where there are several leaders in a

community, but each sect trusts only its own leader.  For simplicity of argument we

will discuss the scenario in which each sect has its own leader who determines the

level of observance that his followers should keep, all the while knowing that the

                                                                                                                                           
implications.  Recently, Rathbone and Rowley (2002) have tried to clear up some of the conceptual
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members of the sect have no or little knowledge of what is going on in the other sects

in their country.

 Observance is costly for the follower. On the one hand, the follower has to

invest more time and effort as his level of observance increases, while at the same

time he may well be more satisfied that he is following the laws set by the leader.  On

average we assume that as the level of observance increases, the number of adherents

will decrease, as the cost has increased.

Define the level of observance by k and the demand function for observance

by D(k). Assume that the leader has a cost to implement this observance; i.e., those

that do not observe should be recognized by the leader and by others so that the sect

member will be informed.  The cost to the leader for a observance level of k is defined

as C(k). One could argue that in some cases there are no costs to the leader. In this

case we would then set C(k) to zero. The leader will determine the level of observance

k such that he maximizes his rent from observance.  The problem facing the leader is

therefore to determine k as follows:

(1)

.
..

)()(

kk
ts

kCkDkMax

>

−

k is important to our analysis. It is the minimum level of observance required by the

religion.  k defines believer status. It may be defined as simply as “do not kill” or

radically as “hate Americans.” The problem set out in (1) is a simple profit-

maximizing price (observance level) of a monopoly.  The optimal level of observance

k* set by the leader will satisfy,

(2) ( ) ( )*** kMRkMCthatsuchk = ,

where  MC  is the leader’s marginal cost of observance at observance level k* and MR

is the leader’s marginal revenue of observance at level k* .   (See figure 1)

                                                                                                                                           
issues.
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If the leader sets the level of observance at the minimum level, at which there

are minimal obligations on the followers, there is no doubt that this observance level

is kept by all the followers.  His “profits/Rent” would equal in figure 1 to

(3) Rent ( k ) =  B + C + D + E + F.

If the leader sets the level of observance that maximizes his rents then he will

receive a rent of

(4) Rent ( *k ) =  A+ B + E + F.

Under the assumption that k < *k , the net profit/rent from increasing the observance

level from k  to *k  equals

(5)           =∆ ntRe Rent ( *k ) - Rent ( k ) =  A – C – D  >  0.

Thus given that the optimal level of observance is higher than the minimum required

by the religion ( k < *k ), the leader can increase the observance level and by that

increases by ntRe∆ the rent he receives from his followers.

In the case that the optimal level is lower than the minimum level required by

the religion ( k > *k ) then the leader will set the level of observance to the minimum

and his rent will be as stated in (3).

Increasing the observance level from k  to *k may  not go against the religion.

In many cases it is seen as taking better steps to keep a certain level of observance,

but for simplicity we think of this as increasing k.  However, keeping to the minimum

level is also fine according to the religion.  The leader may not be committing

anything wrong, according to the religion, by increasing the observance level. On the

other hand, it may well be that the leader is taking advantage of the religion and

interprets it a negative way or manner so as to increase the level of observance.  For

example, telling the followers that those who commit suicide by killing others who

are against their religion will ensure their entry to heaven may well be in contradiction

to religious beliefs, however, it can be used by the leaders to achieve a desired level of
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observance of the followers.  The level of observance may increase and thus increase

the leaders rent. By increasing the level of observance, the leader has increased his

rent while at the same time increased the follower’s costs.

2.2. Observance and an alternative outside option

In this section we assume that there is an outside option for the followers.  Adherents

can decide to leave the sect.  The main point here is that adherents are not following a

different leader of the same religion but decide to leave the religion (or the level of

observance) and choose a different type of life style.  For example, when the Islamic

world opens up to the western world, the followers learn more about the way of life in

the western world and may well decide to leave their sect and join the “new” life in

the western world. Another scenario is an Islamic congregation in the U.S., for

example, where the leader has to keep his sect together without losing the followers to

the American life style.

We still assume that there is only one leader.  Now the threat to the leader is

losing members of the sect to the outside option.  Even though in the outside option

the religion or temptation is completely different (and often non-religious in naturel)

there are still overlapping observances between the two.  For example: there is only

one Go-d, do not steal or other similar rules.  We assume that the utility function of

the follower is a function of the outside option’s level of observance (at least in the

way the follower sees it) and the level of observance set by the leader.  We assume

that as the two levels are more compatible the probability that an individual will move

to the outside option will increase and as the two are less compatible the probability

of leaving the community will decrease. For example, assume that the only law that

exists is that there is only one Go-d. In this case the believer/follower can move from

Islam to Christianity without a problem.  However, if the laws set by the leader say

that you have to pray five times a day in the way that the Koran says, and not the way

that Christianity says, it will be harder to move from one to the other.  Moreover if it

is also said that an observer that doesn’t pray five time a day he will suffer dire

consequences, then it will be even harder for the follower to leave the leader and

move to the new life of Christianity or any other religion.  On the other hand, the

follower has better information and sees the way of life of those leaving by the

outside option, he/she may see that their living standard is higher and this will

encourage them to move to the new life.  Thus, we will have a parameter in the utility
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function that will indicate the level of information or exposure that the follower has

regarding the standard of living in the outside option.

Define the level of observance set by the leader by k, the level of observance

in the outside option by v, the level of information the follower has by in and the

demand function for observance by D(.).  The demand is a function of all these

parameters:  D(k, k-v, in).  The demand function is assumed to satisfy the following

restrictions: as we assumed before, as k increases the leader will loose followers

( ) 0,, <
∂

−∂
k

invkkD , as k-v, the sensitivity of the demand function to changes in k are

smaller.  This means that when the level of observance is high and differs a lot from

the outside option, less adherents will leave relative to the amount that would leave if

the outside option was closer: ( )
( ) 0,,2

<
−∂∂
−∂

vkk
invkkD . Finally, as the level of positive

information increases regarding the outside option, for every level of k and v, more

followers will leave the sect: ( ) 0,, <
∂

−∂
in

invkkD .

We assume once again that the cost to the leader for a observance level of k is

defined as C(k).  The leader will determine the level of observance k such that he

maximizes his rent from the observance and the problem is identical to that in (1).

Denote the optimal level of observance set by the leader as k**.  k** is a function of

both the level of observance in the outside option v and the level of information in:

k** (v, in)   As the level of observance in the outside option increases k**  will

increase: 0
**

>
∂

∂
v

k .  The reason for this is that increasing the observance level

decreases the number of followers, however as the outside option increases, it

becomes easier for the followers to leave their leader and go to the outside option.  In

order to decrease the number of those leaving the leader will increase the level of

observance needed.   As the level of information increases we see two contradicting

effects on k**: 0
**

<
>

∂
∂

v
k .  On the one hand, the leader will wish to increase the level

of observance to make a distinction with the outside option and by that decrease the

number of those wishing to leave.  On the other hand, increasing the level of

observance increases the tendency of the followers to leave.  We have thus obtained
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two contradicting effects.  Which of the two is stronger is not clear.  However, if we

add transportation costs of moving from the sect to the outside option, such as real

traveling costs (which could be a monetary or fiscal barrier) or social tension such as

the way the people around react when they would see their fellow members of the sect

leaving, we would obtain the following result:

Increasing the level of information the followers have regarding outside

options will: (1) increase the level of observance set by the leader if the transaction

costs of the followers are high, and (2) decrease the level of observance of set by the

leader if the transaction costs are low.

These transaction costs could be the price of moving from one place to the

other.  People may not talk to you if you leave the sect, are excommunicated by the

local population and family, etc.  It could also include actions set by the leader against

the follower leaving the sect, in the form of threats to the follower’s life and perhaps

even direct actions against him.  For example, if we consider a country like Iran,

increasing information regarding the U.S. standard of living can increase the level of

observance set by the leaders as the cost of moving from Iran to the U.S. is very high.

However, looking at a sect of Islam in the U.S. which has a low cost of transporting to

the western world will decrease the level of observation set by the leader in order to

decrease the number of those leaving the sect.

2.3  Competition among Sects

Now let us consider the case where transportation costs have decreased and the

members of the sect now know what is happening in other communities around the

country (or in other sects around the city or around the world).  This case corresponds

to media intensity and the use of the Internet and worldwide news broadcasting.

Thus, information flows at a low cost from one sect to another.  Additionally, the

members of the sect can easily visit other sects and learn about their observance

levels.  We assumed above that the leader has more knowledge regarding the laws of

the religion than the members of the sect and the members of the sect trust the leader

fully and only trust their own leader. When information flows more easily among

sects, the amount of available information regarding the level of observance in other

sects increases, and the leader has to reconsider his optimal level of observance.   The
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members of the various sects are assumed to possess less knowledge than any leader

regarding the laws of observance. Moreover, the members know that as the level of

observance increases the probability that they are acting against the laws of the

religion decreases.  In our competing sects model we have sects that are near

substitutes.  If the sects are not near substitutes our story switches to the outside

options model.

Followers believe that as the observance level increases there is a higher

probability that the level of observance fulfills religious laws. Thus, if a follower has

to choose among otherwise apparently homogeneous sects, but with different levels of

observance, the follower is more likely to choose the sect with the higher level of

observance.  The reason for this is that there is a higher probability that this

observation level stands up to the restrictions set by the religion.  We will discuss the

consequences of relaxing this assumption in Part 3 of the paper.

We denote the utility of a representative consumer by u, which is a function of

the level of observation k.  For simplicity we denote the utility as u( k).  Assume two

sects.  Each sect has R adherents, and has one leader who determines the necessary

level of observance.  The members of the sect do not know the laws of observance so

they will choose to follow their leader according to the level of observance he sets. If

leader 1 sets a level of observance at level k1 and leader 2 set a level of observance at

level k2 then with probability ( )211 ,Pr kk  the members of both sects will follow leader

1 and with probability ( ) ( )211212 ,Pr1,Pr kkkk −=  the members of the sects will

follow leader 2.  These probabilities can also be interpreted as the proportion of the

members of the sects that follow each leader.  The total rent facing both leader equals

2R.   Notice, however, that the total rent presented in the first section is also a function

of the level of observance.  Thus as the level of observation increases less individuals

will keep all the roles and thus the rent of the leader will decrease. We assume that the

cost of observance of a level k is equal to k.  Thus the problem facing the two leaders

is given for all 2,1, =≠ jiandji  by:
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(6)

( ) ( )
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,2,Pr

kk

kk
ts

kkkRkkMax

j

i

ijijii

>

>

−

Each leader solves the above problem by determining the optimal level of

observance in the Nash equilibrium.  The first order conditions are given by2:

(7) 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 2,1,01,Pr

,
2,2

,Pr
=≠∀=−

∂
∂

+
∂

∂
jiandjikk

k
kkR

kkR
k

kk
jii

i

ji
ji

i

jii

Thus,

(8) 2,1,
Pr2

1
,Pr, =≠∀=+ jiandji

R
k

i

i
Rii ηη ,

where Pr,iη  is the elasticity of the probability with respect to the level of observance

( )
( ) �

�

�

�

�
�

�

�
>

∂
∂

= 0
,Pr

,Pr
Pr,

jii

i

i

jii
i kk

k
k

kk
η and Ri ,η  is the elasticity of the total rent with

respect to the level of observance 
( )

( ) �
�

�

�

�
�

�

�
<

∂
∂

= 0
,

,
,

ji

i

i

ji
Ri kkR

k
k

kkR
η .  Note that the

comparison is to the monopoly situation above.  It is clear therefore that in

equilibrium it will hold in absolute terms, and the elasticity of the probability will be

greater than that of the rent: Rii ,Pr, ηη > .

This general problem can be seen as a rent-seeking contest between two

groups competing for a rent of 2R with a contest success function Pri (see Nitzan,

1994). In order to analyze this equilibrium we choose to use the Tullock (1980)

contest success function (see also Hirshleifer (1989) and Hillman and Riley (1989)).

                                                
2 Second order conditions are assumed to hold.
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The contest-success function determines that leader i’s probability of obtaining rent in

competing against leader j is given by:

(9) .2,1,),(Pr =≠∀
+

= jiandji
kk

k
kk

ji

i
jii  

Notice that as leader number 1’s observance level increases, his probability of

receiving the rent increases, and as the level of leader number 2’s observance

increases the probability that leader number 1 wins the rent decreases:

2,1,0
),(Pr

0
),(Pr

=≠∀<
∂

∂
>

∂
∂

jiandji
k

kk
and

k
kk

j

jii

i

jii

Moreover, as stated above, as the level of observance increases the total rent

decreases (the price to the followers increases and less followers will wish to live by

the rules as set by the leaders): 
( )

0
,

<
∂

∂

i

ji

k
kkR

. For simplicity and in order to obtain

closed solutions we assume that the total rent facing both leaders is given by

( ) jiji kkRkkR −−= 2,2 .  Assuming kkandkk ji >>  leader i's problem

becomes:

(10) ( )( ) .2,1,2 =≠
��

�
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�
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−+−
+

jiandjikkkR
kk

k
Max iji

ji

i

The first order conditions are given by,

( )( )
( ) 2,1,,02

2
2

2 =≠∀=−
+

=
∂
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�
�
�

��

�
�
�
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+

∂

jiandjiR
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k
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ji

j

j
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ji
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This yields,

(11) ( ) .2,1,012 =≠∀=−
+

jiandjiR
kk

k

ji

j
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As we can see the second order conditions are satisfied

( ( ) 2,1,03 =≠∀<
+

− jiandjiR
kk

k

ji

j ).  Solving (11) for both leaders we obtain

that the optimal level of observance in a Nash equilibrium is given by

(12)  
421
Rkk == .

In a Nash equilibrium, both leaders will set the same level of observance.  Moreover

as the number of followers increases the level of the observance will also increase,

01 >
∂
∂

R
k .

Earlier we saw that the size of the sect and the size of the rent are positively related.

Therefore, we can take the derivative of k with respect to R, as the change in k as a

result of the increase in the size of the population.  As the size of the sect increases,

the rent increases and the leaders have more to gain from competition.  Increasing the

observance level increases the leader’s probability of obtaining a larger proportion of

the rent and thus in equilibrium they will increase the observance level as a result of

an increase in the size of the sect.

The notion that competition increases the level of observance is supported by

the role of the leader as the leader of the sect, providing guidelines for followers.

Thus the leader can proclaim that the “level” has to be very high.  Some people will

be afraid to leave their leader and rely on a different leader, as they are not sure that

the new leader would keep the same standard.  For example, if the only standard is the

basic a rule that any leader would require, then it is likely that this is possible with any

leader, and adherents would be able to follow almost any leader.  However, if the

observance level is very high, each follower will be afraid that the other leader would

not measure up to this standard.  So, as a leader sets the level higher he will have a

higher proportion of the rent or a higher probability that fewer will leave him.

Mathematically, as R increases the level of observance will increase as the cost of

people leaving is higher and the only way to prevent them from leaving is by

increasing this level.
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Increasing the number of sects

With time the cost of transportation and transferring information decreases and thus

the number of leaders competing for adherents increases.  We will now observe what

happens to the level of observance when the number of sects increases.  Assume that

there are m sects, each has one leader.  We assume all sects are of the same size, R.   

Assuming mikki ,,...2,1=∀>  leader i’s problem becomes:

(13) mikkRm
k

kMax i

m

j
jm

j
j

i ...,,2,1
1

1

=∀

�
�

�

�
�

�

�

�
�

�

�
�

�

�

−�
�
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−�

�
=
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.

The first order condition is given by

(14) miRm

k

k

m

j
j

m
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j
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The second order condition is satisfied: miRm

k

k

m

j
j

m

ij
j

...,,2,103

1

=∀<

�
�
�

�
�
�
�

�
−

�

�

=

≠
.

Solving (14) for all the sects we obtain that in equilibrium the level of observance is

given by:

(15)  miR
m

mki ,...,2,1
2

1* =∀−= .
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Once again we obtain a symmetric equilibrium under which all leaders will set their

level of observance at the same level.

Over time, followers are exposed to yet more sects. The question that we now

pose is what happens to the level of observance when the number of sects that each

follower is exposed to increases:

(16)  0
2

1
2

*

>=
∂
∂

mm
ki  and  01

32

*2

<−=
∂
∂

mm
ki .

We therefore conclude that

As the number of sects that each follower is exposed to increases, the level of

observance set by each leader will increase.  The increase in observance is with a

decreasing marginal increase.

The reason for this result is similar to that obtained above.  As the number of sects

increase the leader has more to gain as well as more to lose, thus increasing the level

of observance will be the way the leader tries to hold on to his rent and even tries to

increase it.

In general what is happening is that as each follower is exposed to other sects

the observance level in his sect increases.  As the demand functions facing each

separate sect are decreasing in the level of observance, aggregate demand will also be

decreasing in the level of observance (see figure 2).  Thus, as the level of observance

increases the number of individuals following the leader decreases.  

3.  Implications and interpretations of the model

In this section we draw out some aspects of our model, examine what our model tells

us about the conventional wisdom concerning fundamentalists and terrorism, and

discuss the implications of our model for policy.  In the previous section we outlined

three scenarios, the monopoly sect, the sect functioning in an environment where

there is an outside option (such as leaving the sect and adopting a new life), and an

environment in which there is competition among sects.  The results tell us, for

example, that an Islamic sect in the North America or Europe may well adopt a form
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that reflects many western values,3 while as the information level of Islamic adherents

in, say, the Middle East increases they may well become more extreme.  Whereas

moving between sects or to the outside option moderates fundamentalist behavior

when moving costs are low, it exacerbates this behavior when barriers to leaving

exist.  An adherent wanting to leave Iran may not be able to make it out.

As terrorist groups grow and the news media searches out their origins, it often

seems that many groups received their start with the support of the very people they

now attack.  The story that is told is that Hamas in the1980s was encouraged by Israel

as alternative to the PLO; Sikh separatists began with the support of Indira Gandhi in

India; and so on.  If history holds these to be true, it is supported by our theory. Thus,

competition increases fundamentalism! There appears to be recent evidence to support

the role of competition in generating radicalism.  Shakaki (2002) discusses the

competition between the ‘young guard’ and the ‘old guard’ in the Palestinian

Nationalist Movement, while Bloom (2002) explains the suicide bombings as

competition among sects for the support of the people.  Fuller (2002) provides

additional examples of the role of competition between sects. He points out that the

Islamist PAS movement in Malaysia often adopts radical postures on Islamic issues to

embarrass the government.  In Egypt and Kuwait, legal Islamist groups call for more

and more conservative social measures, partly to score political points.4

Our discussion in the previous section dealt with people inside a sect who may

opt out of it to become more mainstream, where such an outside alternative exists.

What about people in the outside who may opt into a sect?  For example, people who

are Moslem and outside of a sect.  As k increases, they see that those inside of a sect

keep the religious laws more stringently, i.e., they are far from keeping k.  They may

feel that they are not properly observant and then join a sect.  In the extreme this

could explain the “American Taliban” phenomena.

                                                
3 Fuller (2002) provides an example of the outside option situation: “For Muslims who live in the West,
the attacks of September 11 posed a moment of self-definition.  However acutely attuned they might
have been to grievances of the broader Muslim world, the vast majority recognized that it was Western
values and practices with which they identified most.  This reactions suggests there may be a large
silent majority in the Islamic world, caught between the powerful forces of harsh and entrenched
regimes on the one hand and the inexorable will of an any superpower on the other.”

4 Quoting Fuller (2002), “Such posturing tends to bid up the level of Islamic strictness within the
country in question …” and  “Several regimes have decided to play the dangerous game of trying to
“out-Islam the Islamists.”
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Our model can be interpreted to incorporate a discussion of fundamentalist

networks.  For example, if we have several groups that follow the same leader or a

coalition of leaders, this decreases the cost of moving and increases the number of

adherents of the leaders.

What happens if information is restricted?  Our theory says when there is an

outside option k increases.  Access to information from the outside adds to this option.

Let us (simplistically) compare the Shah of Iran to the Ayatollah Khomeni.  When the

Shah limited information fundamentalist groups did not grow in Iran.  However,

Khomeni used the information, from the outside, to increase the growth of

fundamentalist groups and make them different from others.  The model says that as

information is freer we may get two different extremes:  either more extreme (Iran) or

close to the western world.

With competition amongst sects, increasing observance (k) may get people

also to leave their home country.  Those that leave, leave the country and let us say go

to the U.S. or another Western or outside country.  If their number is sufficiently

large, they may meet in the U.S. and start their own community.  However, they do

not become too extreme as a result of the American “outside” option.  If too many do

not leave then those that come to the U.S. become more assimilated with an American

level of observance

We can introduce the concept of terrorism in the framework we have

developed.  After we pass a level of k there are very few things one can do to increase

k. One of them is terrorism as a higher level of observance.  In the extreme, as k

increases, we might find suicide bombing occurring. Yet, increasing k may also be

seen as decreasing the age of the suicide boomer.  The question is when k increases,

the age of the children decreases.  Will the cost then be sufficiently high so that a

large enough number of people opt to leave the sect thus causing the group to

collapse?   If the leaders decrease the age gradually, then the members of the sect will

gradually accept it; otherwise, done quickly the notion of decreased age (increased k)

will not be given acceptance and the sect may well collapse.

We can see that there are two disparate effects of westernization on the

fundamentalists.  The influences may cause the fundamentalists to become more

extreme, or it may make them less extreme depending where you are (already inside

the west or merely exposed to it.).
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There is a claim that poverty/illiteracy yields terrorism, that is people are more

apt to blindly follow a leader the less educated they are.5  At the same time

humiliation yields terrorism, as it enables the leaders to increase the level of k to fund

terrorist acts. Followers would be willing to do so as the result of humiliation.  The

humiliation effect works better when the followers are less educated.  If there is a

higher level of education humiliation is not as effective.   One might expect then that

foreign aid would help reduce terrorism. In general this may hold true but it is

dependent on where the foreign aid is going.6

An equilibrium producing terrorism can grow out of fundamentalism if k is

high. Education, trust and avoidance of humiliation are strategies that can be followed

to prevent this equilibrium from occurring.  We derive general policies that can be

implemented to minimize the influence of fundamentalists while analyzing

outstanding policy proposals and prescriptions in light of the theory.  However, one

must be careful.  While education might have a positive effect showing that the

western world is an acceptable one can backfire and lead to more extreme behavior.

If the leader needs to increase k sufficiently then terrorism may be the net

result.  However, this depends on the demand function.  Perhaps increasing k slightly

will give the leader the desired results and thus decrease the need to significantly raise

k.  The equation is therefore dependent on the sensitivity of the demand function to

k.  Moreover, one could also discuss different cultures where the leader may think

about his followers well being and not only about himself.  In this

case there is a smaller probability that k will increase to a level that

gives birth to terrorists.  For example, a religious leader thinks about the balance

between rigorous religious observance and reasonable demands on his followers, but

another leader may not care about such a balance and thus k becomes higher.

4.  Conclusions

There is a growing literature on the economics of revolutions and terrorism.  Our

theory complements Iannaccone (1997) theory of fundamentalism and sectarianism.

Iannaccone argues that sectarian costs mitigate free-rider problems that otherwise lead

                                                
5 On the other hand Stern (2000) points out that fundamentalists in Pakistan support education—
schools of hate provide free education, food housing and clothing.

6 Epstein and Gang (2002) show that the leaders (the city in their model), doesn’t want the money to go
to the correct place.  Poverty and illiteracy will remain and thus the leaders will maintain their power.
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to low levels of member commitment and participation   Iannaccone’s work is part of

the theory of clubs.  Club theory analyses the structure of a club (say, a religious sect)

and the public good it provides.  In our paper we talk about a public good that is given

to the followers, which is the belief that they are receiving benefit from following the

ways of "Go-d" and their religion. However, there is no real public good as described

in club theory.  We do not have a problem of free riders.  Those that follow the

religion do it because of their belief in Go-d.  Thus the free rider problem doesn’t

occur.

It is crucial to understand that at the core of our analysis is that rent in this

paper equals power.  The power flows from adherents obeying a leader.  We believe

this is the most important aspect, especially when we talk about suicide terrorism.

Most successful sects will maintain an optimal level of tension to the

surrounding society.  People do not join sects because of the cost, but rather for the

indirect benefit these costs produce.  Sects provide settings where normal but

unsatisfied needs and desires can be met.

In order to hold on to rents the leaders will increase the level of required

observance so that it will be harder for adherents to move from one sect to another.

This decreases the total rents for the leader, but at least he will receive more than if he

does not do this.

This gives us sects with very high observance levels, but not all of the

members will be happy.

One extension of our analysis could be to make the demand function

dependent on time.  This would allow us to examine the effects of the speed at which

k increases.  The slower the leader increases k, the higher they will be able to raise k

as the sect has time to accommodate to the higher observance level.

Humiliation can serve as an additional factor to affect the believers.

So where does this leave us?  With a puzzle.  In trying to uproot and destroy

terrorist groups, perhaps we need to think in new directions, such as extending trade

or, especially, trying to confront the sense of humiliation that may well be more

explosive than poverty or illiteracy.  One basic answer is to foster an increase in

knowledge.  With a higher rate of illiteracy, the level of k can easily increase.  When

people are better educated and are better informed, then they will be harder to
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convince, and therefore, less attracted to fundamentalist sects.  This can be achieved

via trust, support and respect of self and outsiders.  For example, Bin Laden, and not

his followers, is presumed to be wealthy.  Thus we may assume that he holds

knowledge and therefore power over them.

Although this model is not an answer to the world’s problems, providing

basics such as education and respect of fellow human beings can be treated as basic

needs.

Is the “religious fanaticism” that generates terrorist acts actually religiously

based?  The basis may be there, but it has reached a point that where there is no actual

religion involved.  Is religion the cause of conflicts, or is it an easy answer?  We

would answer yes and no. Religion provides guidelines and they can be used in a

myriad of different ways, and the ways are often a process of give and take.

In retail it is said that if something doesn’t sell, you raise the price and the

consumer will think it is worth more (the Veblen effect).  In fundamentalism the same

situation is occurring.  Increasing the price k: makes it worth more, the follower has to

do more to received Go-d’s blessing.  Obtaining the blessing is hard, and thus you

have to work harder for it.  This raises the price, and thus the worth of the blessing, in

the end.
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 Figure 1
The Leader’s Monopoly
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Figure 2
Competition between Leaders
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